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hoop. I don't know, it's not too big of a hoop. If they're big enough

or sometimes it's those fifferent sizes, and they roll that hoop between

these two rows of men that taking part in this game. And they roll.that

right through all the way down to the end. And either side have a right '

or privilege to, they have a spear. That's what they used, and with that

hoop, it's going through between the men. Either side have a right to run

a spear through there. If you miss, well, that's,a penalty. You have to

pay.a penalty of some kind. Sometimes, they don't use whip or switch. The-

things that they use are blankets, you know, they pound, they used blankets

to pound on them. Anyway, you have to pay a penalty. That's a interesting

game. And it's hard, and sometimes, they don't wantto run that, try to,

you, know, if you hit the hoop right in the center, let the arrow go through*

or the "spear go through, why1, you win. The other side pays a penalty, and

same way with the other side. If they hit, you pay. If they miss, they pay

the penalty.

. (Yeah) .' -t
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That's a very interesting game. And She hoops are not large. They're-

small, and they spin it. It doesn't take just anybody, certain man in

power can, you know, just roll that thing right through there in no time.

And it's very-interesting game, cause, and I don't believe there's anybody

pla^ that game nowadays., . * s /

(I don't remember seeing anything like that.) . ' <

And , then, I don't know big, oh, say, about eight inches in diameter, you

know, or sometimes they're a little bigger. But the smaller, the more fun

•you have out of it, you know. And while it's rolling, you know, you take'

your spear, take a chance of getting it through the hoop.

TRANSPORTATION(You remember like, you know, back there when they have no, no game,-did

v they, well, how did the Indians get around then in(those haysZ Did they\have


